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1.  Names 
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2.  Fíra bearn 

§1. Þæt eldre cyn: Elfe oþþe Wine 
 
- Ingwine: lyftelfe, héahelfe, hwítelfe, Líxend. Godwine 
- Éadwine: goldelfe, eorðelfe, déopelfe, Rǽdend. Finningas 
- Sǽwine: sǽelfe, mereþyssan, flotwine, Nówend. Elwingas 

                  (212) 
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3.  Ylmir’s Musical Vision 

‘Twas in the Land of Willows where the grass is long and green-- 
I was fingering my harp-strings, for a wind had crept unseen 
And was speaking in the tree-tops, while the voices of the reeds 
Were whispering reedy whispers as the sunset touched the meads, 
Inland musics subtly magic that those reeds alone could weave--  5 
‘Twas in the Land of Willows that once Ylmir came at eve. 
 
In the twilight by the river on a hollow thing of shell 
He made immortal music, ‘till my heart beneath his spell 
Was broken in the twilight, and the meadows faded dim 
To great grey waters heaving round the rocks where sea-birds swim.  10 
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4.  Ylmir’s Martial Imagery 

Lo! I heard the embattled tempest roaring rolling up behind the tide 
When the trumpet of the first winds sounded, and the grey sea sang and cried 
As a new white wrath woke in him, and his armies rose to war 
And swept in billowed cavalry toward the walled and moveless shore. 
There the windy-bannered fortress of those huge and virgin coasts  25 
Flung back the first thin feelers of the elder tidal hosts; 
Flung back the restless streamers that like arms of a tentacled thing 
Coiling and creeping onward did rustle and suck and cling.  
Then a sigh arose and a murmuring in that stealthy-whispering van, 
While, behind, the torrents gathered and the leaping billows ran,  30 
Till the foam-haired water-horses in green rolling volumes came-- 
A mad tide trampling landward--and their war-song burst to flame. 
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5.  Final Reflection on Ylmir’s Call 

Then the magic drifted from me and that music loosed its bands— 
Far, far-off, conches calling—lo! I stood in the sweet lands, 
And the meadows were about me where the weeping willows grew, 
Where the long grass stirred beside me, and my feet were drenched with dew. 70  
Only the reeds were rustling, but a mist lay on the streams 
Like a sea-roke drawn far inland, like a shred of salt sea-dreams.  
‘Twas in the Land of Willows that I heard th’unfathomed breath 
Of the Horns of Ylmir calling—and shall hear them till my death. 
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6.  The Map as Creative Expression 

Brithombar (and Eldorest)  This is the first occurrence of the Havens of 
the Falas. That Ossë persuaded some of the Teleri to remain ‘on the 
beaches of the world’ is mentioned in Q §3; and in a later rewriting of a 
passage in Q § 11 (note 14) the presence of Elves ‘from the Falas’ before 
the Battle of Unnumbered Tears is referred to. (227) 

 
 Orc-Mountains  Extensive highlands cover the entire region between 

Brithombar and the range forming the southern fence of what was later 
called Nevrast. On the later map these highlands are retained in the 
region between the sources of the Brithon and the Eldor (Nenning), and 
are too little represented on my map in the published Silmarillion.  

Here Morgoth reaches the shores is probably a reference to the story that 
has not yet emerged in the texts, that in the year after the Battle of 
Unnumbered Tears ‘Morgoth sent great strength over Hithlum and 
Nevrast, and they came down the rivers Brithon and Nenning and 
ravaged all the Falas’ (The Silmarillion p. 196). (229) 
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7.  The Atmosphere 

About all the World are the Ilurambar, or Walls of the World. They are as 
ice and glass and steel, being above all imagination of the Children of Earth 
cold, transparent, and hard. They cannot be seen, nor can they be passed, save 
by the Door of Night. 

Within these walls the Earth is globed; above, below, and upon all sides is 
Vaiya, the Enfolding Ocean. But this is more like to sea below the Earth and 
more like to air above the Earth. In Vaiya below the Earth dwells Ulmo. Above 
the Earth lies the Air, which is called Vista, and sustains birds and clouds. 
Therefore it is called above Fanyamar, or Cloudhome; and below Aiwenórë or 
Bird-land. But this air lies only upon Middle-earth and the Inner Seas, and its 
proper bounds are the Mountains of Valinor in the West and the Walls of the 
Sun in the East. Therefore clouds come seldom in Valinor, and the mortal birds 
pass not beyond the peaks of its mountains. But in the North and South, where 
there is most cold and darkness and Middle-earth extends nigh to the Walls of 
the World, Vaiya and Vista and Ilmen flow together and are confounded. 
(235-236) 
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8.  Diagram I 
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9.  Something in the Air 

Ilmen is that air that is clear and pure being pervaded by 
light though it gives no light. Ilmen lies above Vista, and is not 
great in depth, but is deepest in the West and East, and least in 
the North and South. In Valinor the air is Ilmen, but Vista flows in 
at times especially in Elvenhome, part of which is at the eastern 
feet of the Mountains; and if Valinor is darkened and this air is 
not cleansed by the light of the Blessed Realm, it takes the form of 
shadows and grey mists. But Ilmen and Vista will mingle being of 
like nature, but Ilmen is breathed by the Gods, and purified by 
the passage of the luminaries; for in Ilmen Varda ordained the 
courses of the stars, and later of the Moon and Sun. (236) 
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10.  Ulmo’s Network 

Yet there is a chasm which sunders Valinor from Vaiya, and it is filled 
with Ilmen, and by this way one may come from Ilmen above the earth to 
the lower regions, and to the Earthroots, and the caves and grottoes that 
are at the foundations of the lands and seas. There is Ulmo’s abiding-
place. Thence are derived the waters of Middle-earth. For these waters are 
compounded of Ilmen and Vaiya and Ambar (which is Earth), since Ulmo 
blends Ilmen and Vaiya and sends them up through the veins of the 
World to cleanse and refresh the seas and rivers, the lakes and the 
fountains of Earth. And running water thus possesses the memory of the 
deeps and the heights, and holds somewhat of the wisdom and music of 
Ulmo, and of the light of the luminaries of heaven. (237) 
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11.  The Return of the Ice Pillars 

Now it is said that the Valar coming into the World descended first 
upon Middle-earth at its centre, save Melko who descended in the 
furthest North. But the Valar took a portion of the land and made an 
island and hallowed it, and set it in the Western Sea and abode upon it, 
while they were busied in the exploration and first ordering of the World. 
As is told they desired to make lamps, and Melko offered to devise a new 
substance of great strength and beauty to be their pillars. And he set up 
these great pillars north and south of the Earth’s middle yet nearer to it 
than the chasm; and the Gods placed lamps upon them and the Earth had 
light for a while. 

But the pillars were made with deceit, being wrought of ice; and they 
melted, and the lamps fell in ruin, and their light was spilled. But the 
melting of the ice made two small inland seas, north and south of the 
middle of the Earth, and there was a northern land and a middle land and 
a southern land. (238) 
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12.  Map IV 
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13.  Arda Marred 

For their further protection the Valar thrust away Middle-earth at the 
centre and crowded it eastward, so that it was bended, and the great sea of the 
West is very wide in the middle, the widest of all waters of the Earth. the shape 
of the Earth in the East was much like that in the West, save for the narrowing 
of the Eastern Sea, and the thrusting of the land thither. And beyond the 
Eastern Sea lies the Eastern Land, of which we know little, and call it the Land 
of the Sun; and it has mountains, less great than those of Valinor, yet very 
great, which are the Walls of the Sun. By reason of the falling of the land these 
mountains cannot be descried, save by highflying birds, across the seas which 
divide them from the shores of Middle-earth. 

And the thrusting aside of the land caused also mountains to appear in 
four ranges, two in the Northland, and two in the Southland; and those in the 
North were the Blue Mountains on the West side, and the Red Mountains on 
the East side; and in the South were the Grey Mountains and the Yellow. But 
Melko fortified the North and built there the Northern Towers, which are also 
called the Iron Mountains, and they look southward. And in the middle land 
there were the Mountains of the Wind, for a wind blew strongly there coming 
from the East before the Sun; and Hildórien the land where Men first awoke 
lay between these mountains and the Eastern Sea. But Kuiviénen where Oromë 
found the Elves is to the North beside the waters of Helkar. (239) 
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14.  Cataclysms 

But the symmetry of the ancient Earth was changed and broken in 
the first Battle of the Gods, when Valinor went out against Utumno, which 
was Melko’s stronghold, and Melko was chained. Then the sea of Helkar 
(which was the northern lamp) became an inland sea or great lake, but the 
sea of Ringil (which was the southern lamp) became a great sea flowing 
north-eastward and joining by straits both the Western and Eastern seas. 

And the Earth was again broken in the second battle, when Melko 
was again overthrown, and it has changed ever in the wearing and 
passing of many ages. But the greatest change took place, when the First 
Design was destroyed, and the Earth was rounded, and severed from 
Valinor. This befell in the days of the assault of the Númenóreans upon 
the land of the Gods, as is told in the Histories. And since that time the 
world has forgotten the things that were before, and the names and the 
memory of the lands and waters of old has perished. (239-240) 
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15.  Map V 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 


